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GREEN ACCESSORIES

7004

7047

Aluminium
Flag Swivel
Anodised
Aluminium
Swivels with
plastic fasteners.
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Advertising
Inserts
Our Advertising Inserts are great
for hole sponsorship. These
inserts are moulded from polycarbonate, a strong and resilient
plastic. Ask local business to
advertise!

Practise
Green
Cups

Econoswivel 8
Our exciting new econoswivel with ABS hooks
and stainless steel rod won’t
rust or need any fasteners,
and can fit various flags. Just
snap on your flags into the
adjustable hooks. It’s as easy
as that!
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7001P

100mm high
Practice Green
Cup made form
1st grade ABS
plastic.
7045

Tubular Flag

Aluminium Greens Cup

Sight Rings/
Hole Targets
These bright Sight Rings
highlight the area above the
cup for complete visibility.
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7004T

All-in one convenient
flag-swivel combo just
needs to be slipped
over the flag pole.
Available in red,
yellow, blue and
white.

7001

7001G

Both our Aluminium and Plastic Cups (pictured right) are Grooved!
These grooves allow sand to filter through. This helps prevent the
flag pole’s ferrule from sticking in the cup. Plastic Cups are manufactured from the highest quality ABS with a green nylon insert for long
lasting durability. Also available without nylon insert.
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This lightweight rake is moulded
from ABS with black, UV stabilised, plasti-coated handle.
The Rake is designed
with a dual sided
head to both comb
and smooth the
surface.

Placement Markers
70

Practise
Green
Markers 8

2,4m 7003

28

Tough, durable
ABS Placement
Markers held by
grommets.

Practice Green
Marker with Polyprop reinforced disc
and fibreglass rod
available with of
without numbers in
white and yellow.
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Fibreglass
Flag poles

7029

8

GREEN ACCESSORIES

7036

The Rake

Flag Poles are available in our popular Day-Glo orange
and yellow. Flag Poles can also be ordered in two-tone
black/white and black/yellow (600mm from the base of
the ferrule). Lengths available in 2m and 2,4m.
These Fibreglass poles have plastic
ferrules reinforced with a steel weight.
Being plastic, they will wear less on the
plastic cup and vice versa.

Vinyl Flags

7005Y
7005B

Durable Vinyl Flags for harsher
climates. Available in
rectangular or triangular in red,
white, yellow or blue.
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Nylon Flags
Quality Nylon Flags, rectangular
or triangular, designed with triple
stitching. Available in red, blue, white and
yellow. These nylon Flags can be numbered or
printed with your logo.* Size: 500mm X 400mm
* minimum order of 18
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Golf Ball Washer
Manufactured to be
positioned directly into
the ground, our Tru-Putt
ball Washer will last much
longer as it is now fitted
with a nylon inert to slow
wear and tear on the spiral
mechanism!
7015

Litterbin
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7019

FAIRWAY ACCESSORIES

Our Litterbin has been designed with
quality and cost in mind. This
Litterbin is manufactured from
diamond mesh stainless steel and
is powder coated in green for long
lasting durability. The stand is
designed to collapse for easier
emptying.

Tee cradle
Tee Cradles are also available on order and
come in combinations of: ball washer, litterbin,
and/or cast aluminium sign.
7009

Distance Markers
An exciting inexpensive
Collapsable Distance
Marker with spring-loaded
stake won’t need to be removed when fairways are
being cut. Available in red (100m),
white (150m) and blue (200m).

7042

8

8

Lollipops with decals
Just what you wanted for competitions. Closest to the Pin
and Longest Drive (168mm) markers moulded out of UV
stabilised white ABS with 4mm galvanised pin. The marker
is sold as a blank unit with replaceable vinyl adhesives
decals sold separately (7043). After the competition the
decal is removed and replaced with a new one. The decal
has a matt finish and can be written on using pen or pencil.
It is also water proof for those rainy days. The reverse side of
the lollipop is blank for sponsors.
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Custom Tees

8

Give your Tees prestige with
these customised aluminium
die-cast Custom Tee Markers
powder coated in a colour
of your choice! Ask us for a
quote they are not as expensive
as you think.*

Drain- and Balltype tee markers
7008

Aluminium
Cast Signs

U-Bracket

8

8

7008B

FAIRWAY ACCESSORIES

A range of Tee-Markers
which include Ball-Type,
Cut-Off Type (150mmØ)
and Umbrella Type
(200mmØ). Can be
powder coated in various
colours.

Durable personalised
Aluminium Cast Signs.

Bench

7020

7016

U-Bracket with ABS
signage board is highly
versatile, as it can be used
for all of your signage
needs from distance range
markers to cart signage.

7022

This High Back
Bench with powder
coated green steel
frame and coolto-touch treated
wooden slats, is
sturdy, durable and
will aesthetically
blend in with the
environment.
* minimum order required
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7023

Lawn Leveller
Aluminium Lawn Leveller
with wooden handle
distributes application
material, removes
stones from the soil,
breaks apart small
clods of soil and smooths
soil for planting.

Turf Doctor
Use this galvanised
Turf Doctor to replace
damaged turf without
delaying play. Four
razor sharp blades
(200mm2) cut
wedges
of turf to
patch
damaged
areas.

7014

Hollow
Tyning
Fork
7027

Durable, powder
coated, three
pronged Hollow
Tyning fork.
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8

7011
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Hole Cutter
Lever Action
Hole Cutter
with Tufftride®
QPQ processed
scalloped
blade which
improves
wear and tear
and corrosion
resistance.

7060

Powder coated Hole Cutting
Plate encourages straight
cuts and eliminates heel
marks as well as minimising
raised hole edges.

7010

SAFETY & MAINTENANCE
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Hole Cutting Plate
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Split Blade
Hole Cutter
Split Blade
Hole cutter
is excellent
for those
difficult
areas.

Ditch Step
Long lasting Aluminium
Ditch Step is made
especially for the
bowling green.

7046
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GUR Sign
7046

This popular GUR Sign with polyprop face and fibreglass steak is
both economic and durable.
56

70
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Cup Hole Cleaner

Aluminium Cup Setter

This Cup Hole Cleaner
removes debris from the hole
before inserting your cup.

Powder coated aluminium Cup Setter
which precisely places the greens
cup 1 inch below the surface.
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7024

Dew Roller
Twin Dew Roller and
Single Dew Roller
are constructed of
aluminium and powder
coated in white, The
Dew Roller can be filled
with water to increase
the weight.

7026

Heavy Polising Roller
Custom made for the bowling greens.

Heavy Duty
Drag Mat

7013

Golf Bag Stands

7033

Collapsible and Standard Golf Bag
Stand made from steel and powder
coated in yellow.

7032

SAFETY / CLUB HOUSE

Galvanised
steel Heavy Duty
Drag Mats, 1m X 1.3m, is ideal for
spreading sand and seed mix with even distribution on
greens. Custom sizes available on order.
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